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September. And deSpite the hints of autumn, 
it’s the season of new beginnings; children are 
back to school in their new year groups, hoards 
of young people make their way to a new college 
or university as other students prepare to head  
on back to campus to partake in the Fresher’s 
Week festivities.  

The latest clutch of graduates will also be 
starting their new beginnings as they embark  
on a career. The jump between education and 
industry is daunting enough, but what about 
bridging those chasms faced when at a career 
cross-roads? I met up with artist and colour 
expert Ptolemy Mann on the first day of 
Clerkenwell Design Week (CDW), to talk about 
her own experiences of industry leaps and 
(happy) landings, with Johnson Tiles while  
she was showcasing the company’s new 
Prismatics range. (Mann and Johnson Tiles  
had collaborated to create a mural – Prismatic 
Landscape – detailing the range’s colour 
palette, as also selected by her.)

Sitting by the mural installed near the Design 
Factory’s entrance at the Farmiloe Building in 
Clerkenwell, part of the CDW Presents series,  
I’m a little baffled to see how a former RCA 
textiles student has come to be working with  
a tile manufacturer. ‘I am actually a weaver by 
profession and I hand weave and dye one-off, 
large-scale, contextual pieces,’ she tells me. 
‘I met up with Johnson Tiles about 18 months  
ago to do a bathroom project and we really liked 
working together, so they asked me to create  
a mural for their CDW stand. I think they really 
like that I’m not a ceramicist and so I wasn’t  
so tied in to what tiles are about, but was looking 
at the project from a colour perspective.’ 

right Ptolemy Mann and 
Prismatic Landscape, the 
collaborative work between 
herself and Johnson Tiles
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Weaver and colour consultant Ptolemy 
Mann has bridged what to many is a 
chasm between craft and industrial 
design, with large-scale commissions 
from the NHS and Johnson, the latter 
working in collaboration to present a 
mural at the Clerkenwell Design Week
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FX CIrCulAtIon by job CAtEgory, 2015
job Function  number  total % Digital  share

Architect  6,151  58.08%  20,910  27,061

Design Consultant  1,545  14.58%  5,216  6,761

Interior Designer  1,222  11.54%  4,097  5,319

Facility Manager  1,206  11.39%  4,085  5,291

other  467  4.41%  1,564  2,031

total Circulation  10,591  100%  35,872  46,463

FX reaches the most influential specifiers in the 
commercial contract interior market. From 
architects to end users, across the three main 
sectors of public and workspace, hotel and 
leisure and retail design our readership specifies 
into a market valued at an estimated £2.5 billion.

KEy rECIPIEnts
Reaching a blue-chip client 
base, the table below gives a 
snapshot of the FX readership 
by sector and job title:

Architect & Design Practices 
(Job title)
HOK (Architect)
Gensler (Associate)
TP Bennett (Architect)
BDP (Partner)
Fosters (Managing Director)

retail outlets (Job title)
John Lewis 
(Retail Designer - Concepts)
Debenhams 
(VisualMerchandiser)
Selfridges (CAD Manager)
Marks and Spencer 
(Visual Merchandiser)
Rogers (Director)

hotel groups (Job title)
Ritz Carlton (Deputy Chairman)
Hilton (General Manager)
Marriot (Senior Vice President)
Accor (Managing Director)
Radisson (Managing Director)

top 5 banks (Job title)
Barclays (Associate Director)
Lloyds TSB 
(Group Chief Executive)
RBS (Senior Director) 
HSBC (Designer)
Santander (Director)

government Departments    
(Job title)
Healthcare (Trust Architect)
Education (Architect)
Sports & Recreation 
(Design Team Leader)
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YOUNG  
AT ART
Out and about  
in Berlin, p63
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POST-RECESSION PSYCHES reached for nostalgia. 
From rough, weatherbeaten materials and nods to 
times gone by in interiors to woodblock-printed-
e� ect graphics, all of this was designed to cocoon 
customers in a sense of the past. On the independent 
design scene, furniture has recently played on 
craftsmanship and quality. � is trend continues, but 
there has been a de� nite feel this year across a 
spectrum of design disciplines of 
a more playful, irreverent and charismatic 
twist on how things are made and 
look. � is futuristic sensibility has 
played out in many of the shows 
leading up to LDF. 

Astrid Andersen’s show for 
London Collections: Men, certainly 
exhibited a gung-ho take on times 
new with a totally inspired collection. 
Hip-hop references and exaggerated and 
distorted volumes shifted the classic homeboy look 
into one that veered towards ninja fantasy: the 
ripped boys with their totally tripped-out out� ts of 
collaged magenta-tinted sheer fabrics with 
menacing shell-suited layering to the most stunning 
and never-seen-before e� ect. Andersen cites her 
in� uences, after a recent trip to Japan, as the 
‘stereotypes of masculinity through the ceremony, 
ritual and rich dichotomies of the sport of sumo 
wrestling’. Look up her collection at youtube.com/
watch?v=WO018iC-9rA. Does this point at a more 
exciting and fresh take on new aesthetics...? One 
hopes so. 

For interiors, the RCA’s inaugural show for 
the interior design MA (previously mixed with 
architecture), led by Ab Rogers and Ian Higgins, 
opened with a really spectacular and immersive � rst 
show. I have been teaching part-time on the course 
this year, and it has been a role I’ve relished, mainly 
because of the commitment by and inspiration from 
the students. � e RCA is always a place that takes 
a good bite into the future, and the work across all 

disciplines de� nitely looked forward to some 
interesting scenarios. Of note, Leon Karcinari looked 
at the disused demountable cabins that are often left 
abandoned for months on building sites while 
planners and property developers collide, 
to create temporary live-work spaces for artists. On 
a totally di� erent scale Jakob Oesterreicher created 
a transportable pop-up exhibition inspired by the 
humble peg; a clever display that celebrated such 
a tiny and overlooked object in all its diversity.

At Milan Design Week this year, furniture 
design on many scales – from the designer-makers 
to the large commercial companies – exhibited 
a more raw and playful outlook. � e bold and the 
beautiful collided in the Campana Brothers’ 
impressive Bastardo sofa. A twisting superscale 
spaghetti of pistachio green furry padded arms 
on a giant pebble-like padded base that could 
be recon� gured in multiple di� erent positions, 
depending on your mood. 

Materially exciting experiments into jarring 
combinations of seemingly opposing matter � owed 
through the work of Roos Gamperts in his collection 
Foam and Glass. � ese are true contemporary still-
life textural studies in one object and show a new 
take on materials that is fresh and unseen. � is art-
craft approach to design feels parallel to some of the 
work by Gaetano Pesce in the Eighties, but signals 
a de� ant anti-mass production and a streamlined 

ubiquity in design.
British designer James Shaw, 

whose table bases are made from 
a modelling compound-like, 

squidged-out form of molten, 
nonrecyclable plastics, also plays 
on the aesthetics of materiality, 

and we have been working in 
collaboration this year on a number 

of projects.
And as for us at YourStudio, for 

London Design Festival this year we’ll be 
showing Future Archive, an exhibition displaying a 
range of objects and relics from an imagined future 
(such as those shown on this page), exploring how 
we may work, rest and play. Our exhibition takes its 
cues from statistics and evidence from our Trends 
and Insights Platform, but has propelled them 
further than the imagination would normally take 
them. We’ll also be hosting a series of talks and 
events around the environments we’ve created.

As for what London Design Festival represents 
for all of us as designers, I think it’s our chance to 
proclaim to the world what’s happening next. As 
author Anais Nin said: ‘Life shrinks or expands in 
proportion to one’s courage’. Let’s hope that this 
futuristic and curious attitude comes across from all 
participating as the London Design Festival opens its 
doors on 13 September. 

Howard Sullivan is co-founder 
and creative director of YourStudio, 
a London-based  interior design 
agency working internationally

London Design Festival puts the 
spotlight on our creative capital. 
This year, more than any, it 
should be a showcase through 
fashion, design, interiors and 
craft to the dawning of a new era 
– one with a sharp future focus
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a more playful, irreverent and charismatic 

new with a totally inspired collection. 
Hip-hop references and exaggerated and 

whose table bases are made from 

collaboration this year on a number 
of projects.

And as for us at YourStudio, for 
London Design Festival this year we’ll be 
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YourStudio is exhibiting 
objects and relics, some shown 
here, from an imagined 
future in Future Archive, part 
of the London Design Festival 
13-21 September
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Founded in 1857 the Science Museum didn’t 
receive its formalised status until 1909, being 
part of the South Kensington Museum (now the 
V&A) in London until this point. With many  
of the museum’s exhibits from the highly 
successful Great Exhibition, the collection  
and its appeal grew to demand its very own 
museum. Today the Science Museum holds a 
collection totalling more than 300,000 items, 
including Puffing Billy (the oldest surviving 
steam locomotive) and the first jet engine.

An evolving museum, with a subject matter 
that particularly requires it to move with the 
times, the Science Museum continually 
explores how to engage with a wide audience.  
In 1996, The Garden was created in the 
museum’s basement; a permanent interactive 
gallery aimed specifically at very young 
children, aged three to six. After years of 
continuous use the gallery had become tired 
looking and the increasing number of visitors 
had resulted in acoustic measures needing 
urgent implementation, as well as 
improvements to the inadequate drainage 
around the water apparatus that was causing 
the basement to flood.

The Science Museum approached Mustard 
Architects, which was given a brief during an 
initial meeting on site last year. ‘This was, in the 
large part, a very practical brief but with a large 
aspiration to increase a sense of awe and 
wonder to inspire the children and their adult 
companions through the various sciences of 
construction, light, sound and water,’ says John 
Norman, director of Mustard Architects.

Fundamental to the brief was that the 
design was not overly ‘childish’. Mustard 
Architects was commissioned to refurbish the 
existing gallery space and cosmetically 

This image Young museum 
visitors explore The Garden’s 
light & sound exhibition
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The GaRden, 
SCienCe MuSeuM, 
London
A tired and leaky basement area 
of the museum has been turned 
into an intriguing and engaging 
space, with a design by the 
Mustard Architects practice
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DIsPlAy
type 1 month (£) 3 (£) 6 (£) 12 (£)

DPs 4,740  4,150  3,700  3,200

Full Page 2,610  2,350  2,200 1,960

half Page 1,570  1,410  1,320  1,195

Quarter Page 875  840  795  715

Inside Front Cover  2,950  2,620  2,410  2,200

Inside/outside back Cover  2,950  2,620   2,410  2,200

DIsPlAy ADvErt 
sPECIFICAtIons
Double Page spread            
Trim size: 460mm x 300mm 
Type area: 428mm x 265mm 
Bleed size: 470mm x 310mm

Full Page                              
Trim size: 230mm x 300mm 
Type area: 194mm x 265mm 
Bleed size: 240mm x 310mm

half Page (horizontal)           
Trim size: 194mm x 125mm

half Page (vertical)             
Trim size: 93mm x 265mm

Quarter page                       
Trim size: 93mm x 125mm

supplying copy
All advertisements must be in 
the form of a PDF file, and be 
compliant to print standard 
PDFx1a: All fonts must be 
embedded, images must be 
supplied as CMYK 300dpi or 
higher, and all transparencies 
must be flattened. InDesign 
generated pdfs are preferable.
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All of the above 365 515  825

 

Email broadcasting set up per hour: £75             broadcast per k: £45 

output               Email: £120       Mailsort per k: £10       Extra demographic split: £20
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Terence Woodgate’s own 
range of luminaires, Solid, 

is a result of the arrival 
of LEDs and his own 

annoyance with the designs 
of other lights. And he’s 

thrilled by the future LEDs 
promise – a move away from 

fire to quantum physics

LIGHT + TECH

FIRE 
EXTINGUISHER

WORDS BY 
JILL ENTWISTLE

Above Solid downlight cylinder 
lamp in walnut, from Terence 
Woodgate’s own range

Top left Technical drawings show 
how the Solid’s fitments work to 
produce a perfectly vertical lamp

076 077

Even in a hostile funding climate, energy 
efficiency and community cohesion have 

proved two very strong arguments for investing 
in new or improved school buildings. Veronica 

Simpson reports on some of the most 
innovative, economically inventive and 

inspiringly sustainable schemes

learning 
lessons

WORDS BY 
VERONICA SIMPSON

eco schools
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IN THE 
BAG

WORDS BY 
PAMELA BUXTON

PHOTGRAPHY BY 
GARETH GARDNER

DESIGN SEMINAR

Is the battle between physical store and 
online shopping over? Not according to 
our round-table gathering of designers 

specialising in retail, who have much to say 
about how brick-and-mortar can continue 

to take the fight to the screen
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Sam Husain has been CEO 
at London bookshop Foyles 
since 2007 and overseen its 
recent period of expansion. 
The store has relocated to a 
new flagship store designed 
by Lifschutz Davidson 
Sandilands in the former 
Central St Martins building 
in Charing Cross Road, as 
well as opening a series of 
smaller outlets in stations 
designed by Lusted Green 
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WhaT doEs your role at Foyles entail?
My role has been to transform Foyles from  
a loss-making operation to a stable and 
profitable business. It was initially a 
turnaround situation and I was particularly 
looking at people, stock and metrics to make 
sure the business worked. Part of the strategy 
has been to continue having a flagship store 
with a number of new, smaller satellite 
operations of 280 sq m-560 sq m. I’ve had an 
overview role in the expansion, working with 
John Browne, the finance director, who has 
also been in charge of development, and Siôn 
Hamilton, formerly general manager of the 
flagship store, who is now operations director 
and project managed the new flagship.

What qualities did you look for in your 
architects and designers, and how did you  
go about choosing Lifschutz Davidson 
Sandilands and Lusted Green?  
We use architects who know us and 
understand our strategy. Lusted Green has 
worked with us for about five years and is  
a small and flexible outfit that has built up a 
knowledge of Foyles and what our objectives 
are. We weren’t looking for anyone who was 

above Sam Husain, Foyles’ 
cEO who has helmed the 
move into 3,437 sq m new 
premises in the old central  
St martins building
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1
big picture

Lighting designer Luke 
Artingstall gives an 
overview of light art’s 
development / p130

2
cASe StuDieS

Cinimod Studio has created 
light sculptures for two 
restaurants at revamped  
T2 at Heathrow / p135

3
project

The Breaking Wave 
installation at John Lewis 
in York draws visitors 
through the store / p143

4
project

Acrylicize has some bottle 
for a light installation at 
Coca-Cola’s London HQ / 
p145 (and pictured above)

5
project

Visitors get a healthy 
option with the Starlight  
at the Museum of the City 
of New York / p146
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Over the past 50 years light art has progressed and 
proliferated, becoming a common form of expression  
in the digital age. That expression has manifested itself  
in a variety of ways. There is of course the pure light art  
which follows the trail literally blazed by the likes of Dan 
Flavin in the Sixties and exemplified by last year’s exhibition 
Light Show at London’s Hayward Gallery. 

There is also the fusion of light art and architecture, 
exemplified by the collaboration of Danish architecture 
practice 3XN and British light artist Steven Scott on a series  
of projects, including Deloitte’s HQ in Copenhagen where  
the atrium stair complex is a colour-changing work of art.

It is also being commissioned in other commercial 
contexts: office, retail, leisure, and from hospitals to 
hospitality venues. Here there is a blurring between lighting 
design and light art. Clients are regularly commissioning  
both lighting designers and artists to create bespoke light 
installations as sculptural focal points for key interior areas.

Light art has also been adopted as a marketing tool  
in areas such as the car industry with the likes of BMW, 
Lamborghini and Aston Martin all successfully using 
techniques such as 3D video mapping to enhance their brand 
and image. Decreasing costs in projection equipment have 
opened the floodgates for these new forms of digital light art, 
with creative artists using cars, objects, interiors and 
architecture as their canvases. 

We can go back in history to trace the use of light in art – 
Greek and Roman sculptures played on light and shadow. 
Renaissance painters used light to depict drama and mood, 

highlighting the relationship between light and art. And the 
integration of light and art within architecture can be dated 
back to the 9th century, particularly with the use of stained 
glass – to some extent you could argue that this was the 
beginning of light art. But of course what light art mostly  
relies on is electric light. It was in the Sixties that we saw the 
beginning of the commercially influenced light art that has 
evolved through to today. This era spawned several key light 
artists, including Flavin, Bill Culbert and François Morellet, 
who all used the medium of light in abstract form to create 
sculpture. The technical catalyst was the availability of 
fluorescent, cold cathode and neon sources, colourful linear 
forms that lent themselves to graphic constructions. 

Flavin particularly exploited the way that simple industrial 
fluorescent tubes could be used to blur boundaries within a 
space through the use of light and shadow, and how 
perception of colour could be manipulated by juxtaposing 
different shades. These artists’ installations allowed the public 
to interact with the art and live the theory behind the light. 
The Sixties also saw the emergence of the so-called Light and 
Space art movement, based in southern California, which 
also looked at playing with perception and illusion. 

Leading proponents were Robert Irwin, Doug Wheeler 
and, most famously, James Turrell (see issue’s front cover), 
regarded by many people as the greatest light artist of them 
all and still, at the age of 71, producing extraordinary works, 
including his ongoing magnus opus, the Roden Crater in 
Arizona. We could say that the Sixties was the beginning of 
not only commercially funded light art, but also the catalyst  

130 FOCUs right Submergence, an 
immersive field of 8,064 
Suspended Lights, created 
by Squidsoup. It uses 
technology and ideas 
developed in the Ocean 
of Light research project, 
developed with support  
from Arts Council Norway

big piCtUre

Luke Artingstall gives an overview of the 
development of light art and how the latest 
technology is fuelling its transition from the 
gallery to commercial, retail and leisure spaces1
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Light as art

EmErgEncE plays on a pescatorial theme for seafood 
specialist Caviar House and Prunier. The sculpture captures 
the movement of a shoal of fish moving underwater, 
evoking the light patterns and shimmers of reflected 
sunlight. These lighting patterns are controlled in real-time 
from a live physics simulation modelled on the complex 
movements of fish shoal in the ocean. ‘This is physically 
manifested as a kinetic moment frozen in space and time, 
and reanimated through cutting-edge interactive digital 
lighting,’ says Dominic Harris of Cinimod Studio. 

The 13m-high structure comprises carbon-fibre arcs – 
with 350,000 LEDs – which spiral up to the ceiling. An 
ingenious marriage of art and engineering, it borrows 
heavily from the engineered carbon-fibre composites found 
in the latest aeroplanes. The software and electronics 
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casE sTUDy

Cinimod Studio, 
responsible for the Butterfly 
in Flight sculpture for Itsu 
Sushi at Heathrow’s T5, has 
created two more lighting 
sculptures for restaurants  
at Terminal 2 following its 
£11bn revamp

2
above The light sculpture 
Emergence is modelled on 
the complex movements of  
a shoal of fish in the sea

Emergence, for Caviar 
House & Prunier, T2

The Tubes are not deployed in the same way, but the piece 
Breaking Wave harks back to Dan Flavin in using industrial 
T8 fluorescent lamps as the main component.

The installation at John Lewis’s new store in York was 
created by Paul Nulty Lighting Design. It hangs over the 
ground-floor staircase with the tubes suspended horizontally 
in a dynamic composition to encourage a flow of movement 
up and down the stairway, and draw customers to the back of 
the store. When combined with the luminaire, the lamps 
allow for 360-degree viewing, ensuring the light sculpture is 
visible from multiple angles. The Philips Master TL-D Xtreme 
lamps, usually used in offices and factories, have a 40,000-
hour life and an efficacy of 105lm/W, making them as 
efficient as an LED equivalent.

PNLD specified a warm white (3000K) lamp to 
complement the architectural lighting across the whole store. 
It also designed the lighting on the walls around the staircase 
to underline the installation. ‘People are drawn to the 
brightest part of any room and this sculpture is at the rear of 
the store so it makes the retail space permeable and invites 
people to venture through the store,’ says Karen Smart, 
lighting designer at PNLD. ‘The challenge was coordinating 
the installation of so many individual suspended elements. 
We had to meticulously work out the exact x, y and z 
coordinates for each suspension and electrical point.  
The detail we went to ensures that none of the technical 
components detract from the illuminated sculpture. Visitors 
have a real, engaged sense of shape but it doesn’t take the  
eye away from what is around them.’
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above and right Tubes are 
suspended horizontally in  
a dynamic composition 
aimed at encouraging a flow 
of movement up and down 
the stairway below

PrOJeCT

Breaking Wave, 
John Lewis, York3

Acrylicize hAs designed and developed art elements 
for a three-storey wall at Coca-Cola’’s new UK and 
European HQ, including a bespoke intelligent-light 
installation of 5,000 LED-illuminated recycled Coke 
bottles. With a screen on each floor, each can run 
independently or form one giant screen, displaying more 
than 100 bespoke themed visuals.

Acrylicize worked alongside MoreySmith, which was 
responsible for the building’s interior design, incorporating 
the wall and lighting sections as a key feature. ‘We wanted 

to create a unique art-driven lighting installation that 
would celebrate the iconic bottle shape, and also tie the 
three floors together,’ says Acrylicize creative director 
James Burke. ‘The aim was to design something that was 
dynamic, changeable, ever-evolving and engaging.’ 

The light sources are more than 4,000 Philips RGB SMD 
5050 LEDs, positioned on an 80mm centre grid, 37 nodes 
across and 36 deep. Each bottle acts as an individually 
addressed pixel within the matrix, controlled by a Colour 
Tramp custom 30U matrix controller for 2D/3D arrays. 
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Above London-based art 
and design studio Acrylicize 
used a Colour Tramp matrix 
controller and 10,240 
channels and 32 DMX 
universes for the installation

PrOJecT

Bottle Wall
Coca-Cola UK head office, Uxbridge4
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